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Computational effects which provide access to the flow of control (such as first-class 
continuations, exceptions and delimited continuations) are important features of 
higher-order programming languages. There are fundamental differences between 
them in terms of operational behaviour, expressiveness and implementation, so that 
understanding how they combine and relate to each other is a challenging objective, 
with a key role for semantics in making this precise.
This paper develops operational and denotational semantics for a hierarchy of 
programming languages which include combinations of locally declared control 
prompts to which a program can escape, with first-class continuations which may 
either capture their enclosing prompts, or be delimited by them. We describe two 
different hierarchies of models, both based on categories of games and strategies 
with a computational monad, but obtained using different methodologies. By 
relaxing combinations of behavioural constraints on strategies with control flow 
represented by annotation with control pointers we are able to give direct and 
explicit characterizations of control operators and their effects, including examples 
characterizing their macro-expressiveness. By constructing a parallel hierarchy of 
models by applying sequences of monad transformers, and relating these to the 
direct interpretation of control effects, we obtain games interpretations of higher-
level abstractions such as continuations and exceptions, which can be used as the 
basis for equational reasoning about programs.

© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article 
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction and related work

Control effects are key features of higher-order programming languages. They may be used to mark, reify 
and return to control points in a variety of ways (e.g. with static or dynamic binding, local or global vari-
ables, delimited or undelimited continuations). Combining control effects can highlight and amplify these 
differences, which may have significant impacts, and lead to complicated control flow. Therefore, principles 
for reasoning about combinations of control effects are important in producing safe and expressive pro-
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grams. Denotational semantics provides a basis for such principles with (broadly speaking) two approaches 
to combining effects. Constructions such as computational monads [19,18] and continuation-passing-style
interpretation [6], and algebraic theories [8] are valuable tools for reasoning about programs, although they 
typically impose additional layers of definition and interpretation through which this must be filtered, 
particularly in the presence of multiple effects or properties such as locality. By contrast, game semantics
provides a setting in which to model combinations of effects more directly by the relaxation of constraints on 
strategies representing functional programs. This approach has been used successfully to give fully abstract
interpretations of many features, including an account of locality for features such as state [2,1]. However, 
the combinatorial nature of games models means that reasoning about denotations — even proving basic 
soundness results — can be difficult in the absence of structuring principles. Thus it can be useful to relate 
the direct (games) and indirect (monads) approaches to effects, to gain the advantages of both representa-
tions. This paper will do so for control effects which include statically bound, first-class continuations and 
locally declared, dynamically bound prompts. Determining the interaction between these features presents 
us with a basic choice: does call-with-current-continuation capture its enclosing prompts, or do they act as 
delimiters for continuations? Allowing either, both or neither of these options leads us to a simple hierarchy 
of programming languages and their semantics.

1.1. A hierarchy of monads for control

Suppose we have a model of the computational λ-calculus (a λC-model) [18] — i.e. a pair (C, T) consisting 
of:

• a category C with finite products and
• a strong monad (T, η, (_)∗, t) on C, and exponentials A ⇒ TB for each pair of objects A, B in C.

Assuming that C also has (distributive) coproducts (and thus an initial object 0 and terminal object 1), we 
may define further λC-models via the following monad transformers [24]:

• The continuations monad transformer, which sends T to the strong monad TC = (_ ⇒ T0) ⇒ T0.
• The maybe transformer, which sends T to the strong monad TP = T(_ + 1).

The latter is often called the exceptions monad — we will also use it to interpret continuation-delimiting 
prompts. Note that (TC)C is equivalent to TC , and (TP )P to the maybe monad T(_ + (1 + 1)). However, 
by alternating the continuations and maybe transformers we may obtain a hierarchy of different λC-models:
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As we will show, the order in which the sum and continuations monad transformers are applied deter-
mines the precedence between the corresponding control abstractions: TCP allows us to model contin-
uations which capture prompts (which behave as exception handlers) whereas TPC describes prompts 
which delimit continuations. By iterating these monad transformers we can combine both of these be-
haviours.

1.2. Game semantics

How can these models based on computational monads be related to a direct, game semantic account and 
used to give a fully abstract model? In the case of first-class continuations there is a simple correspondence 
between the games and monadic interpretations, which is described in [11] — relaxing the well-bracketing 
condition on strategies renders the lifted sum monad Σ_ introduced in [3] equivalent to the continuations 
monad ΣC , unifying direct and indirect (continuation-passing style) interpretations of call/cc.

Locally declared exceptions can also be interpreted directly by relaxing the bracketing condition, 
but fully capturing dynamic exception handling also requires new information to be added to strate-
gies in the form of additional “control pointers” attached to sequences [12]. This yields a richer uni-
verse of models, which we explore here — in particular, we show that there are two different senses in 
which the “weak bracketing condition” on this model may be relaxed, corresponding to delimited and 
undelimited versions of callcc. We also establish a relationship between models with control point-
ers and the exceptions monad transformer (described in preliminary form in [14]): the latter may be 
characterized as introducing the option to either participant of playing an “exception move” — we 
show that pointers can replace sequences of such exception moves, which are then hidden, yielding 
lax functors from the games models with explicit exceptions to the corresponding control games mod-
els.

Another approach in [20] also uses an exceptions monad on a category of games — the object be-
ing to correctly capture the behaviour of exceptions passed as names using “nominal game semantics”. 
This appears to be consistent with our approach, which simplifies the nominal aspect of control effects 
in order to focus on the complexities of control flow. Laurent’s model of classical logic [15] uses point-
ers in a setting which also has connections with control operators via the Curry–Howard correspondence 
for classical logic; however, the connection with the control pointers described here seems rather indi-
rect.

2. A hierarchy of effectful programming languages

We shall describe a simply-typed functional metalanguage based on [18], extended with minimal syntax 
required for the intended interpretation of side effects. Working in the computational λ-calculus, rather than 
in a call-by-value λ-calculus (as in [1], for example) allows representation of the continuations and monad 
transformers within our metalanguage, while having a well-understood relationship with call-by-name and 
call-by-value languages with effects.

A type of our language is either empty (0), a sum type A + 1 extending the type A with a fresh value ∗, 
or a computation type, which is either the lifting A of a type A, or a type A → T of functions from values 
of type A to computations of type T . Thus types are given by the grammar:

A := 0 | A + 1 | T
T := A | A → T

We write 1 for the unit type 0 + 1, com for the corresponding computation type 1, and ⊥ for the “empty 
computation type” 0.
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Γ,x:A�x:A
Γ�M :0

Γ�void(M):T

Γ�M :A
Γ�return(M):A

Γ�M :A Γ,x:A�N :B
Γ�let x=M inN :B

Γ�∗:A+1
Γ�M :A

Γ�inj(M):A+1
Γ�L:A+1 Γ,x:A�M :T Γ�N :T

Γ�case L as x.M orN :T

Γ,x:A�M :T
Γ�λx.M :A→T

Γ�M :A→T Γ�N :A
Γ�M N :T

Fig. 1. Typing judgements for λC .

[[∗ : A + 1]]Γ = u[[Γ]]; inr (u is the terminal morphism).
[[xi : Ai]]x1:A1,...,xn:An

= πi

[[inj(M) : A + 1]]Γ = [[M : A]]Γ; inl
[[λx.M : A → T ]]Γ = Λ([[M : T ]]Γ,x:A)
[[void(M) : T ]]Γ = [[M : 0]]Γ; i[[T ]] (i is the initial morphism).
[[return(M) : A]]Γ = [[M : A]]Γ; η[[A]] (η : 1 → T is the unit of T)
[[M N : T ]]Γ = 〈[[M : A → T ]]Γ, [[N : A]]Γ〉; eval[[A]],[[T ]]

[[caseL asx.M orN : T ]]Γ = 〈[[Γ]], [[L : A + 1]]Γ〉; d; [[[� M : T ]]Γ,x:A, [[N : T ]]Γ]
(d is the distribution of product over coproduct).

[[letx = M inN : B]]Γ = 〈[[Γ]], [[M : A]]Γ〉; t[[Γ]],[[A]]; [[N : B]]∗Γ,x:A

Fig. 2. Interpretation of terms in a λC-model.

Terms are given by the grammar:

M := x | ∗ | inj(M) | λx.M | return(M) | C |
letx = M inM | void(M) | M M | caseL asx.M orM

where C ranges over a set of typed side-effecting constants, detailed below. Typing judgements are given 
by the rules in Fig. 1. We write M ; N for letx = M inN , if x is not free in M or N , and skip for 
return(∗) : com.

2.1. Denotational semantics

Given a λC-model (C, T), the types are interpreted as objects of C: [[0] ] = 0 (the initial object) [[A + 1] ] =
[[A] ] + 1, [[A] ] = T[[A] ] and [[A → T ] ] = [[A] ] ⇒ [[T ] ]. (Note that C has exponentials of [[T ] ] for any computation 
type T .)

Terms x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An � M : B are interpreted as morphisms from [[A1] ] ×. . .×[[An] ] to [[B] ] as defined 
in Fig. 2, subject to appropriate denotations of the side-effecting constants. A functor of λC-models from 
(C, T) to (C′, T′) is a functor J : C → C′ which preserves all structure (products, coproducts, exponentials, 
and the strong monad) up to natural isomorphism.

2.2. Computational effects

Computational effects will be introduced via constants: new_loc, new_prompt, calldcc and callucc
for declaring general references and prompts, and capturing delimitable and undelimited continuations, 
respectively.

References are declared with new_locA : (A → (A → com) → B) → B which generates a fresh location 
name a for storing terms of type A, and supplies to its argument operations of type A → com and A
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for reading from and assigning to a. Although references are not a control effect, they exist in some 
form in most programming languages with control effects and are relevant to macroexpressiveness 
issues [25]. On the semantics side their inclusion simplifies the construction of a fully abstract model 
of locally declared prompts, and enables the latter to be represented as flag variables in the presence 
of a single global prompt.

Prompts are declared by new_promptA : ((A → B) → (⊥ → A) → C) → C which generates a fresh prompt 
name p and supplies to its argument operations of type ⊥ → A and A → B for marking a control 
point with p and for escaping to the nearest such marked point. As observed below, prompts may 
be viewed either as simple idealizations of exceptions or as control delimiters, depending on the 
control operators with which they interact.

Delimitable continuations are reified by the constant calldccA : ((A → B) → A) → A which captures the 
current continuation up to the nearest enclosing prompt (if any) and passes it to its argument — 
i.e. in the absence of prompts, calldcc behaves as regular callcc; it is a delimitable rather than a 
delimited continuation operator.

Undelimited continuations are reified by calluccA : ((A → B) → A) → A which captures the entire 
current continuation (including any prompts) as a function and passes it to its argument. Note that 
first class continuations are represented as functions with argument type A rather than A, since 
they can accept side-effecting arguments and trap raised prompts.

2.3. Operational semantics

To give an operational semantics, we introduce further syntax for reading from or writing to a loca-
tion (write(a) and read(a)), setting or escaping to a prompt (set(p) and abort(p)) — where a and p
range over some unbounded set of identifiers — and throwing to delimitable and undelimited continua-
tions (throwd(D[•]) and throwu(K[D[•]])) — where D[•] and K[D[•]] are syntactic representations of such 
continuations as forms of evaluation contexts, introduced below.

Since this syntax is not part of the term language, it is not included in the typing system, but informally, 
we note that if a is a location storing values of type A then read(a) and write(a) may be typed with A
and A → com, respectively, that if p is a prompt carrying values of type A then set(p) and abort(p) may 
be typed with ⊥ → A and A → B (for some arbitrary B), respectively, and if D[_], E[_] are contexts with 
holes of type A, then throwd(D[•]) and throwu(K[D[•]]) may be typed with A → B for some arbitrary B. 
We will also sugar new_locλxλy.M as new_loc a inM [read(a)/x, write(a)/y] and new_promptλxλy.M
as new_prompt p inM [abort(p)/x, set(p)/y].

Formally, programs (P ), delimitable continuations (D[_]) and delimiting continuations (K[_]) are given 
by the following grammars:

P ::= x | ∗ | inj(P ) | λx.P | return(P )
letx = P inP | void(P ) | P P | caseP asx.P orP

new_loc | callucc | new_prompt | calldcc
write(a) | read(a) | abort(p) | set(p)
throwu(K[D[•]]) | throwd(D[•])

D[_] ::= [_] | letx = D[_] inP
K[_] ::= [_] | K[D[set(p) _]]

Evaluation contexts for programs are given by the grammar:

E[_] ::= [_] | letx = E[_] inP | set(p)E[_]
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E[case inj(Q) asx.P1 orP2], E −→ E[P1[Q/x]], E
E[case ∗ asx.P1 orP2], E −→ E[P2], E
E[letx = return(Q) inP ], E −→ E[P [Q/x]], E
E[(λx.P )Q1 . . . Qn], E −→ E[P [Q1/x]Q2 . . . Qn], E
E[new_locP ], E −→ E[(P read(a)) write(a)]], E ∪ {a}
E[new_promptP ], E −→ E[(P abort(p)) set(p)], E ∪ {p}
E[write(a)P ], E −→ E[skip], E[a �→ P ]
E[read(a)], E −→ E[return(P )], E (E(a) = P )
E[set(p)Ep[abort(p)P ]], E −→ E[return(P )], E
E[calluccP ], E −→ E[P throwu(E[•])], E
E[throwu(E′[•])P ], E −→ E′[P ], E
K[D[calldccP ]], E −→ K[D[P throwd(D[•])]], E
K[D[throwd(D′[•])P ]], E −→ K[D′[P ]], E

Fig. 3. Operational semantics.

Note that any evaluation context is uniquely expressible as the composition K[D[_]] of a delimiting con-
tinuation and a delimitable continuation. We denote by Ep[_] an evaluation context without a set(p) _ in 
the spine — i.e.

Ep[_] ::= [_] | letx = Ep[_] inP | set(q)Ep[_]

where q �= p.
An environment E consists of finite sets of location and prompt names, and a store — a partial map 

from the former to the set of programs. The “small-step” reduction rules for pairs P, E of a program and an 
environment are given in Fig. 3. Location and prompt names not occurring on the left of a rule are assumed 
fresh.

For programs containing delimitable continuations, soundness of these rules depends on wrapping pro-
grams in either a top-level delimiter or an explicit top-level continuation: for a closed term P : com, 
we write P ⇓ if P ; (κ ∗), ∅ reduces to κ ∗, E for some environment E (where κ is not free in P ). We 
note (without proof) that we could equivalently add top-level delimiters — that P ⇓ if and only if 
set(p) letx = P in abort(p) (x), ∅ −→∗ skip, E for some E . (Using a top-level continuation simplifies 
the proof of soundness.)

2.4. A hierarchy of languages with control

Our language has three control operators — new_prompt, calldcc and callucc. Thus we may consider 
the “cube” of eight language fragments which include each combination of these constants — and hence 
the corresponding effects. In fact, it is easy to see that in the absence of delimiting prompts, calldcc
and callucc are observationally equivalent, as they satisfy the same operational rules. Thus we consider 
undelimited continuations (callucc) only in the context of prompts which may be captured. (This choice 
is based on a semantic insight: extension of our game semantics with prompts preserves the denotational 
meaning of calldcc rather than callucc.)

This gives six programming languages corresponding to distinct combinations of control effects: undelim-
ited Continuations, Prompts and delimitable Continuations, respectively. These form the hierarchy depicted 
in Fig. 4: the subscripts correspond to the precedence between effects — i.e. LCP has continuations which 
capture prompts, LPC has continuations which are delimited by prompts and LCPC has both. (They also 
correspond to the sequence of monad transformers used to interpret each combination of effects.) For each 
effect combination W , we have a corresponding notion of observational approximation and equivalence on 
terms of LW : M �W N if for all closing LW -contexts C[_] : com, C[M ] ⇓ implies C[N ] ⇓. M ≈W N if 
M �W N and N �W M .
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Fig. 4. A hierarchy of programming languages with control operators.

We describe each language fragment briefly, with some macros for related control operators.

• L omits all control effects and hence exhibits only local control — this is essentially the language with 
general references described in [1] with its games model, presented in a λC -calculus setting.

• LC combines references with first-class continuations, as in Scheme.
• LP has prompts without first-class continuations — in this setting, set and abort are essentially simple 

catch and throw of exceptions as in e.g. Lisp, ML or Java-style exception handling — i.e. including code 
to be run if and only if a given exception is raised — can be expressed by escaping from the handler 
context if an exception is not raised. For example, define
handle(e)inM asx inN �
new_prompt(p) in
set(p) (letx = set(e) let y = M in (abort(p) y) in (abort(p) N)).

• LCP combines prompts and first-class, undelimited continuations — i.e. continuations capture all en-
closing prompts. This is a useful combination — for instance it can macro-express resumable exceptions, 
which return to the point at which they were raised after handling. For example if we define a resumable 
exception e of type A to consist of a prompt pe of type A and a location le of type A → ⊥, then we may 
define: raise_resumable(e) � λx.calluccλk.(write(le) k); (abort(pe) x)), which captures the current 
continuation and escapes to the nearest prompt, and handle_resumable(e) inM withN � let y =
set(pe) M in (read(le) (N y)) which traps the prompt, handles it with N and resumes from the point 
at which it was raised.

• LPC combines named prompts with first-class continuations delimited by those prompts. In terms of 
delimited control, this combination lies between shift and reset [4] — which do not carry local names 
at all — and set and cupto [7] — which captures the continuation up to a prompt with a matching 
name.

• LCPC combines prompts with undelimited and delimited continuations. This combination may be seen 
in Standard ML of New Jersey, which together with exceptions and undelimited continuations, includes 
primitive continuations (which are captured and thrown up to the exception handling context using the 
capture and escape operations) — i.e. primitive continuations are handler-delimitable continuations.

2.5. Macro-expressiveness

A natural question: does the hierarchy of control operators collapse at any point — is any of our languages 
LW macro-reducible to some smaller fragment LW ′? In other words, is there a term which does not contain 
new_prompt (or, respectively, callucc or calldcc), but is observationally equivalent to it. Note that this 
is stricter than requiring that e.g. there is a sound translation from one fragment to another — such 
(CPS) translations are described in Section 5. One role for our denotational semantics is in contributing 
to the understanding of the relative expressiveness of control effects. In particular, the semantics furnish 
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counterexamples to the collapse of our hierarchy of control operators of the following kind, proposed by 
Felleisen [5].

Proposition 2.1. Suppose LW is macro-reducible to LW ′ . Then for all M, N in LW ′ , M �W ′ N implies 
M �W N .

Proof. Suppose M �W ′ N . For any LW context C[_], let φ(C)[_] be the LW ′ context obtained by replacing 
control operators in LW with their macros in LW ′ . Then C[M ] ⇓ implies φ(C)[M ] ⇓ implies φ(C)[N ] ⇓
implies C[N ] ⇓. �

Our first example is a contextual equivalence on LC terms which holds in LPC but not in LCP . This 
establishes that prompts are not macro-reducible to continuations with general references (and that un-
delimited continuations are not reducible to delimitable continuations with prompts and references). It is 
essentially equivalent to the game-semantics-derived example showing that continuations cannot macro-
express exceptions in [13].

Proposition 2.2. For any M : A and N : B, letx = (calldccA M) inN and calldccB λk.letx =
(M λy.letx = y in k N) inN are observationally equivalent in LC and LPC .

This equivalence is a version of the rule Clift which is a key axiom of Sabry and Felleisen’s equational 
theory of the λ-calculus with callcc [23]. As in loc. cit. the CPS interpretation in Section 4 can be used 
to establish its soundness with respect to λC-theory of translated terms. However, because undelimited 
continuations capture enclosing prompts, the latter can break this equivalence, even between terms which 
do not contain prompts. Let M1 � (callucc1 f); skip and M2 � callucc1 λk.((f λy.y; (k skip)); skip).

Proposition 2.3. The terms M1 and M2 are not equivalent in LCP .

Proof. Let C[_] = new_prompt(p) in (λf.[_]) N , where N : (1 → ⊥) → 1 = λg.set(p) (g (abort(p) ∗)).

Then C[M1] −→ (calluccλg.set(p) (g (abort(p) ∗))); skip
−→∗ (set(p) throwu(•; skip) (abort(p) ∗)); skip
−→∗ (abort(p) ∗); skip — i.e. C[M1] throws an uncaught exception

but C[M2] −→∗ callucc1 λk.((λg.set(p) (g (abort(p) ∗))) λy.y; (k skip)); skip
−→∗ ((λg.set(p) (g (abort(p) ∗))) λy.y; (throwu(•) skip)); skip
−→∗ (set(p) (abort(p) ∗); (throwu(•) skip)); skip −→∗ skip. �
Remark 2.4. The fact that dynamically bound exceptions cannot be macro-expressed in control calculi based 
on first-class continuations such as λC or λμ is well known (see e.g. [22]), although they may be implemented
using a handler continuation stored in a global reference. However, this example shows that these calculi 
are not even sound for reasoning about exception-free programs if there is the possibility that they might 
interact with exceptions. This is an important point of difference between control calculi and the equational 
theory of the computational λ-calculus, which is by definition robust in the presence of monadic side-effects.

We now give an example showing that delimited continuations cannot be macro-expressed using unde-
limited continuations, via an equivalence of LP terms which holds in LCP but not LPC (i.e. it is broken 
by calldcc, but not by callucc). Consider λz.new_prompt(p) in set(p) (let y = z in abort(p) y), of type 
A → A. This will denote the identity in our semantics of LCP and is therefore equivalent to λz.z in the 
absence of delimitable continuations. However, this equivalence can be broken by calldcc.
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Proposition 2.5. λz.new_prompt(p) in set(p) let y = z in (abort(p) y) is not observationally equivalent to 
λz.z in LPC .

Proof. Let C[_] = letx = [_] (calldccλk.return(k return(skip))) inx.

Then C[λx.x] −→∗ letx = return(throwd(letx = • inx) return(skip)) inx −→∗ skip

but C[λz.new_prompt(p) in set(p) (let y = z in abort(p) y)] −→
letx = (set(p) let y = (calldccλk.return(k return(skip))) in (abort(p) y)) inx
defining D[•] � let y = • in abort(p) y, this reduces to
letx = (set(p) let y = return(throwd(D[•]) return(skip)) in (abort(p) y)) inx
−→ letx = return(throwd(D[•]) return(skip)) inx
−→ throwd(D[•]) return(skip) −→∗ abort(p) skip
— i.e. this program raises an uncaught exception. �
3. Game semantics

We will construct our monad-transformer interpretation of control operators from a semantics of L — 
a λC-model based on a category of arenas and thread-independent, well-bracketed strategies with a “lifted 
sum” monad and a denotation for new_loc — described in [3,1], to which we refer for further details.

An arena A is a bipartite labelled forest — a triple 〈MA, �A, λA〉, where MA is the set of nodes (moves), 
�A⊆ MA × MA (the enabling relation) is the set of edges, and λA : MA → {Q, A} is a labelling function 
which partitions moves as answers (A) or questions (Q), such that answers are enabled by questions. The 
set of root nodes of the forest is denoted M I

A — these are called initial moves. Partitioning of MA into 
Player and Opponent moves may be inferred from the requirement that initial moves are Opponent moves, 
and that Player moves are enabled by Opponent moves and vice-versa.

Key constructions on arenas are:

• The disjoint sum of forests (categorical product): A ×B = (MA + MB , �A + �B , [λA, λB ]).
• The graft of A onto the roots of B (categorical exponential): A ⇒ B = (

⊕
m∈MI

B
MA +

MB , (
⊕

m∈MI
B
�A)+ �B ∪{(m, injm(n)) | m ∈ M I

B , n ∈ M I
A}, [[λA | m ∈ M I

B ], λB ]).

A justified sequence over the arena A is a finite sequence over MA in which each occurrence of a non-initial 
move n comes with a unique justification pointer to a preceding occurrence of a move m which enables n
(i.e. m �A n). We write LA for the set of justified sequences on A which are alternating between Opponent 
and Player moves. The pending question (if any) of a justified sequence is a prefix defined:

• pending(sq) = sq if q is a question
• pending(sqta) = pending(s), if a is an answer justified by q,

i.e. if playing a question move pushes it onto a “stack” of open questions, and answering it pops it, and all 
subsequent moves off the stack, then pending(s) represents the top of the stack of open questions.

Definition 3.1. A strategy σ on an arena A is a non-empty, even-prefix-closed set of even-length alternating 
justified sequences over A, satisfying the following conditions:

Determinacy If sa, sb ∈ σ then b = c.
Thread-independence If r, s, t are even-length justified sequences such that t is an interleaving of r and s, 

then t ∈ σ if and only if r, s ∈ σ.
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Well-bracketing Every Player answer-move in t ∈ σ is justified by the question pending when it was played 
— i.e. if rq · sa is an even prefix of t in which a is justified by q then pending(rq · s) = rq.

Composition of σ : A ⇒ B with τ : B ⇒ C is by parallel composition of σ and τ with hiding of moves 
in B:

Definition 3.2. Let the set of interaction sequences σ|τ consist of the justified sequences t on (A ⇒ B) ⇒ C

such that t �A ⇒ B ∈ σ and t �B ⇒ C ∈ τ . Then σ; τ = {s ∈ LA⇒C | ∃t ∈ σ|τ.t �A ⇒ C = s}.

The identity on A is the “copycat” strategy on A consisting of even length t ∈ LA⇒A for which each even 
prefix restricts to the same sequence on each copy of A. These definitions yield a Cartesian closed category 
of arenas and strategies G, in which the disjoint sum of arenas is the product, and A ⇒ B is the exponential 
of B by A [1].

3.1. Semantics of L

Following [3], we may define a λC-model by giving a strong monad on the category of “pre-arenas” 
obtained by applying the Fam(_) construction (small co-product completion) to G. For any category C, 
Fam(C) is the category of set-indexed families of objects of C, which has as morphisms from {Ai | i ∈ I}
to {Bj | j ∈ J}, a pair 〈f : I → J, {ψi : Ai → Bf(i) | i ∈ I}〉 of a re-indexing function and a family of 
morphisms in C. This has co-products, given by the disjoint union of indexed families, and if C is Cartesian 
closed then so is Fam(C), with distributive products:

• {Ai | i ∈ I} × {Bj | j ∈ J} = {Ai ×Bj | 〈i, j〉 ∈ I × J}.
• {Ai | i ∈ I} ⇒ {Bj | j ∈ J} = {Πi∈I(Ai ⇒ Bf(i)) | f : I → J}.

We may define a strong monad on Fam(G) based on the lifted sum construction [17,3]. This has a single 
(question) root node, beneath which are (answer) nodes ai for each i ∈ I, beneath each of which is the 
forest Ai.

Definition 3.3. The lifted sum ΣA of A = {Ai | i ∈ I} is defined as follows:

• MΣA = {q} ∪ {ai | i ∈ I} ∪
⊕

i∈I MAi
.

• �ΣA= {(q, ai) | i ∈ I} ∪ {(ai, m) | i ∈ I, m ∈ MAi
} ∪

⊕
i∈I MAi

.
• λΣA(m) = {(q, Q)} ∪ {(ai, A) | i ∈ I} ∪ [λAi

| i ∈ I].

As described in [17,3], Σ is a weak, distributive coproduct on G, yielding a strong monad Σ : Fam(G) →
Fam(G) sending {Ai | i ∈ I} to the singleton family {Σi∈IAi} with the family of injection strategies 
η = {inji : A → Σi∈IAi}, a co-pairing operation sending a family of strategies {σi : Ai → ΣB | i ∈ I} to 
[σi | i ∈ I] : {ΣiAi → ΣB}, and a (natural) distributivity morphism d : B × Σi∈IAi → Σi∈I(B ×Ai).

To give a semantics of L in (Fam(G), Σ) it therefore suffices to define the denotation of the constant 
new_locA : (A → (A → com) → B) → B. This may be derived by composition (in the Kleisli category 
of Σ) with the strategy cellA : Σ(Σ[[A] ] × ([[A] ] ⇒ Σ1)) defined in [1], which behaves as a reference cell which 
returns on the left side the argument last assigned on the right, by playing copycat between the relevant 
copies of [[A] ] — i.e. currying yields a morphism α : ΣA × (A ⇒ Σ1) → (ΣA ⇒ (A ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ ΣB) ⇒ ΣB, 
such that we may define [[new_locA] ] = cellA; α∗.
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Fig. 5. Hierarchy of lifting, continuation and maybe monads.

4. Monad transformers and CPS interpretation

We can now give interpretations of continuations and prompts in Fam(G), using continuations and maybe 
monad transformers to construct new monads from the lifted sum Σ. Specifically, we have the following 
strong monads, yielding λC-models on Fam(G):

• ΣP = Σ(_ + 1)
• ΣC = (_ ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ0.
• ΣPC = (_ ⇒ Σ(0 + 1)) ⇒ Σ(0 + 1) ∼= (_ ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1
• ΣCP = ((_ + 1) ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ0 ∼= (_ ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ0 ⇒ Σ0.
• ΣCPC = (_ ⇒ ΣCP 0) ⇒ ΣCP 0 ∼= (_ ⇒ Σ0 ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ0 ⇒ Σ0.

These six constructions on (families of) arenas are depicted in Fig. 5 (question moves are represented as •
and answers as ◦).

Each language fragment LW may be interpreted in the corresponding model (Fam(G), ΣW ) via an inter-
pretation derived from the corresponding sum and continuations monad transformers.

4.1. Continuation-passing-style interpretation

First, we give a CPS interpretation corresponding to the continuations monad transformer, as a trans-
lation (_)C from LCPC to LCP which restricts to translations from LPC to LP and from LC to L. Types 
are translated as follows (note that the translation of a computation type is a computation type):

• 0C = 0,
• (A + 1)C = AC + 1,
• (A → T )C = (AC → TC)
• AC = (AC → ⊥) → ⊥.
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Observe that the denotation of AC in (a λC-model) (C, T) is equal to the denotation of A in (C, TC).
Terms x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An � M : B are translated as terms x1 : AC

1 , . . . , xn : AC
n � MC : BC as follows:

• (x)C = x,
• return(M)C = λκ.κ MC

• (letx = M inN)C = λκ.(MC λx.(NC κ)
• (λx.M)C = λx.MC , (M N)C = MC NC

• void(M)C = void(MC)
• ∗C = ∗, inj(M)C = inj(MC)
• (caseL asx.M orN)C = caseLC asx.MC orNC .
• new_locC = λf.new_locλa.λb.f (λx.letu = a inx u) λy.λz.b y; z ∗
• new_promptC = λf.new_promptλa.λb.f (λx.λy.a x) λx.λy.letu = b x in y u
• calluccC = λf.λκ.calluccλk.(f λx.λy.k (x κ)) κ
• calldccC = λf.λκ.(f λx.λy.(x κ)) κ

Note that (undelimited) callucc is translated using an instance of itself to capture the delimiting continu-
ation. We show that evaluation of programs of empty type to head-normal form tracks evaluation of their 
CPS translations in the following sense:

Proposition 4.1. For any term M : ⊥, M, ∅ −→∗ κ Q1 . . . Qn, E for some E if and only if MC λx.return(x),
∅ −→∗ (κ QC

1 . . . QC
n ) λx.return(x), E for some E.

Proof. See Appendix. �
4.2. Prompt-passing-style interpretation

From the maybe transformer, we derive a “prompt-passing-style” translation (_)P from LCP to LC

(which restricts to a translation from LP to L). Types are translated as follows (note that the translation 
of a computation type is a computation type):

• 0P = 0,
• (A + 1)P = AP + 1,
• (A → T )P = AP → TP .
• AP = AP + 1.

Observe that the denotation of AP in (C, T) is equal to the denotation of A in (C, TP ).
The translation of LCP terms x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An � M : B as LC terms x1 : AP

1 , . . . , xn : AP
n � MP : BP

is as follows:

• (x)P = x

• return(M)P = return(inj(MP )),
• (letx = M inN)P = let y = MP in case y asx.N or return(∗)
• (λx.M)P = λx.MP , (M N)P = MP NP

• ∗P = ∗, void(M)P = void(MP ), inj(M)P = inj(MP ).
• (caseL asx.M orN)P = caseMP asx.MP orNP

• new_locPA = λf.new_locλx.λy.(f (let z = x in [inj(z)]) y).
• calluccPA = calldccAP +1.
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• new_promptP = λf.new_loc a in (write(a) ∗);
(f λx.write(a) inj(x); return(∗))
(λx.(x; let y = read(a) in (write(a) ∗); return(inj(y))))

The interpretation of local prompts uses the local state in our underlying model/metalanguage: each prompt 
p of type A corresponds to a distinguished location holding values of type AP + 1. New-prompt declaration 
generates a new location for p and applies its argument to an abort function — which stores its argument 
in p, and raises the global prompt — and a set function — which traps the global prompt and returns the 
value stored in p, having reset it to ∗.

Proposition 4.2. For any program M : ⊥, M, ∅ −→∗ κ Q1 . . . Qn, E for some E if and only if MP , ∅ −→∗

κ QP
1 . . . QP

n , E for some E.

Proof. See Appendix. �
Note that callucc is interpreted as an instance of calldcc, eliminating undelimited continuations. So 

by composing the continuation-passing and prompt-passing translations, for each effect-combination W we 
may obtain a translation (_)W : LW → L and thus an interpretation of LW in (Fam(G), ΣW ):

LCPC

C

LCP

P

LPC

C

LP

C

LC

P

L

Soundness and adequacy for each of these models is established by reduction to the result for L [1] via 
soundness of the component translations (Propositions 4.1 and 4.2).

Proposition 4.3. For any program M : com of LW , M ⇓ if and only if [[M ] ]W = [[skip] ]W .

Proof. Consider e.g. the full language LCPC . By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, M ; (κ ∗), ∅ −→∗ κ ∗, E if and 
only if (M ; κ ∗)CPC λx.return(x)PC λy.return(y), ∅ −→∗ κ ∗ λx.return(x)PC λy.return(y), E .

By computational adequacy of the semantics of L in (Fam(G), Σ) [1] (suitably adjusted), (M ; κ ∗)CPC λx.

return(x)PC λy.return(y), ∅ reduces to κ ∗ λx.return(x)PC λy.return(y), E for some E if and only if 
[[(M ; κ ∗)CPC ] ] = [[κ ∗] ] — equivalently, if and only if [[M ] ] = [[skip] ]. �

Note, however, that this interpretation of prompts contains “junk” strategies which are not denoted by 
terms. In particular, our semantics does not capture the privacy of prompt names — if Opponent raises 
a prompt then Player can catch it by handling the global exception and vice-versa (this could arguably 
be seen as a kind of wildcard exception handling). For example, the programs new_prompt(p) in abort(p)
and new_loc(a) in read(a) both fail to converge, the first because it raises an exception which cannot 
be caught, the second because it reads from an unassigned cell. However, they denote different strategies 
(in the former, Player answers the opening question, whereas the latter is the empty strategy). Whilst it 
is relatively straightforward to characterize propagation of privately named exceptions on their own (see 
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Section 6), this becomes much more complicated when they interact with continuations, and so we move to 
a different representation of strategies.

5. Control strategies

In this section, we give a more direct game semantics of our hierarchy of control operators. This will make 
the control flow behaviour of these operators more explicit; in particular it may be described sufficiently 
precisely to establish full abstraction results for each language fragment. Our model extends the representa-
tion of interaction to allow the interpretation of locally declared prompts and delimitable continuations, by 
adding control-flow information to justified sequences in the form of “control pointers”, which were intro-
duced in [12] to interpret a call-by-name language with exceptions. Note that (in contrast with the monadic 
interpretation of control effects) these annotations of game positions do not require any further structure 
at the level of arenas.

Definition 5.1. A control sequence s on an arena A is an alternating justified sequence |s| on A, together with 
control pointers between moves in |s|. Formally, these are given bya function φs from non-empty prefixes of 
|s| to prefixes of s such that:

• Each move points to a preceding question or ε — φs(t) � t and if φs(t) = t′m then λ(m) = Q.
• Each answer points to its justifying question — if λ(a) = A then φs(rqta) = rq, where q justifies a.
• Opponent moves point to Player moves (or ε) and vice-versa — φs(t) is even-length if and only if t is 

odd length.

A control strategy σ on A is a non-empty, even-prefix-closed set of even-length control sequences on A, 
satisfying the thread-independence condition (i.e. for any control sequence t which is an interleaving of even 
length control sequences r and s, t ∈ σ if and only if r ∈ σ and s ∈ σ).

In order to extend our definition of composition to control strategies, we need to define the restriction 
operator on control sequences, to replace “dangling” control pointers to hidden moves by following them 
back until an unhidden move is reached.

Definition 5.2. The set of open questions of a control sequence is a set of non-empty prefixes (move-
occurrences) defined as follows:
open(ε) = {},
open(sqta) = open(s), if a is an answer move with a control pointer to sq,
open(stq) = open(s) ∪ {stq} if q is a question with a control pointer to s.

The set of open moves may be viewed as a representation of the control stack in which the currently 
active control prompts are inferred from control pointers. Note that the pending question in s is always the 
most recent move in open(s).

We extend the restriction operation to control sequences by requiring that every move in s �B has a 
control pointer to the most recent preceding move which is both in B and open in s (or to ε, otherwise). 
By definition, therefore:

Lemma 5.3. For any control sequence s, open(s �B) = open(s) �B.

Thus we may define the composition of control strategies as in Definition 3.2, for which the proof of 
associativity extends straightforwardly via Lemma 5.3. To define the identity control strategy (and other 
“copycat” control strategies), we introduce the notion of local control sequence:
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Definition 5.4. The set LocA of local control sequences on A consists of control sequences s such that if 
t �E s then φs(t) = pending(t) — i.e. every Player move in s has a control pointer to its pending question.

Note that any sequence which satisfies control locality also satisfies (Player) well-bracketing (since answers 
always point to their justifying questions). Define the identity control strategy îdA on A to consist of all 
local control sequences s on A ⇒ A such that the underlying justified sequence |s| is in idA.

Lemma 5.5. îdA is a well-defined identity for composition.

Proof. Given σ : A → B, we need to show that idA; σ = σ; idB = σ. For example, given even length justified 
sequence s on (A− ⇒ A+) ⇒ B, such that s �A− ⇒ A+ ∈ idA we need to show that s �A+ ⇒ B = s �A− ⇒ B

— i.e. they have the same control pointer annotation. We establish by induction on s that each copied 
question played by the identity strategy hereditarily points via the preceding move to the same set of 
moves. �

Thus we have a well-defined category GCP of arenas and control strategies. Like the identity, we may lift 
any strategy to a control strategy by decorating its plays with control pointers such that each Player move 
points to its pending question.

Definition 5.6. Given a strategy σ on A, define the control strategy σ̂ = {s ∈ LocA | |s| ∈ σ}.

Lemma 5.7. For strategies σ : A → B and τ : B → C, σ̂; τ = σ̂; ̂τ .

Proof. Given s ∈ σ̂; ̂τ , |s| ∈ σ; τ and every Player move in s points to the pending question, and so s ∈ σ̂; τ .
Conversely, given s ∈ σ̂; τ then there exists an interaction sequence |t| ∈ σ|τ such that |s| = |t| �A ⇒ C

which may be decorated with pointers to give a control sequence t such that each Player move in A ⇒ C, 
and every move in B points to the pending question, and each Opponent move in A ⇒ C points to m if 
and only if it points to m in s, so that t �A ⇒ C = s. Then t �A ⇒ B ∈ σ̂ and t �B ⇒ C ∈ τ̂ and so t ∈ σ̂|τ̂ , 
and hence s ∈ σ̂; ̂τ as required. �

By definition, _̂ preserves the identity and thus defines a faithful, identity-on-objects functor JCP : G →
GCP sending each morphism σ : A → B to σ̂. We may characterise the image of this functor as follows:

Definition 5.8. A control strategy σ is local if σ = ̂{|s| | s ∈ σ}.

In other words, σ is a local control strategy if it consists of local control sequences and its behaviour does 
not depend on control pointers from Opponent moves. We define a subcategory of GCP by weakening the 
locality condition as follows:

Definition 5.9. A control sequence s satisfies weak locality if t �E s implies φs(t) ∈ open(t) — i.e. every 
Player move in s points to an open move. A strategy σ is weakly local if every sequence s ∈ σ satisfies this 
condition.

Proposition 5.10. If σ : A → B and τ : B → C are weakly local control strategies then σ; τ : A → C is 
weakly local.

Proof. Suppose s is a control sequence on (A ⇒ B) ⇒ C, where s �A ⇒ B ∈ σ and s �B ⇒ C ∈ τ . We show 
by induction on s that each move in s which is a Player move in either A ⇒ B or B ⇒ C hereditarily points 
to an open move in A or C, by weak locality of σ and τ . By Lemma 5.3, open(s �A ⇒ C) = open(s) �A ⇒ C, 
and so s �A ⇒ C satisfies weak locality. �
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Thus the weakly local control strategies form a (wide) subcategory GP of GCP , with an identity-on-objects 
functor JP : G → GP such that JP (σ) = σ̂, as every local control strategy is weakly local.

5.1. Unbracketed strategies

We may obtain further categories of games by abandoning the distinction between questions and answers, 
which may be achieved by simply relabelling answers as the questions. In the absence of control pointers, 
this is effectively the same as relaxing the well-bracketing condition. However, because control pointers from 
answer moves are constrained to point to their justifying questions, relabelling them as questions allows 
different control pointer annotations (i.e. it is equivalent to abandoning the requirement that answers point 
to their justifying questions, which binds both players).

Definition 5.11. Given an arena A, define the arena C(A) = (MA, �A, λQ), where λQ(m) = Q for all 
m ∈ MA. An unbracketed (control) strategy on A is a (control) strategy on C(A).

Evidently, C(A ⇒ B) = C(A) ⇒ C(B) and C(A × B) = C(A) × C(B), and so for each of category of 
arenas and strategies (with or without control pointers), we may define a corresponding Cartesian closed 
category in which objects are arenas and morphisms from A to B are unbracketed strategies on A ⇒ B. 
In other words, we have the following (Cartesian closed) categories of arenas and unbracketed control 
strategies:

• GC — morphisms from A to B are strategies on C(A ⇒ B).
• GCPC — morphisms from A to B are control strategies on C(A ⇒ B).
• GPC — morphisms from A to B are weakly local strategies on C(A ⇒ B).

Note that each category of bracketed control strategies is not a subcategory of the corresponding cat-
egory of unbracketed control strategies: they do not have the same identity morphisms in general, be-
cause Player questions in copycat local control sequences point to the immediately preceding move, 
whereas Player answers point to the pending question, so relabelling answers as questions does not 
preserve the locality condition. For example, the identity on GP contains the first of the following con-
trol sequences (in which the arrows represent control pointers), the identity on GPC contains the sec-
ond:

(ΣA ⇒ ΣA) (ΣA ⇒ ΣA)

q q

q q

a a

a a

However, in the absence of control pointers, any strategy on A is a strategy on C(A), so G is a 
(wide) subcategory of GC . Moreover, the operation _̂ on unbracketed strategies (which adds a con-
trol pointer from each Player move to the immediately preceding move, as all moves are relabelled 
as questions) defines a faithful, identity on objects functor from GC into GPC , which is a subcategory 
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of GCPC by definition. Thus for each effect combination W ∈ {C, P, PC, CP, CPC} there is a faith-
ful, identity on objects, Cartesian closed functor JW : Fam(G) → Fam(GW ). The strong monad Σ on 
Fam(G) lifts to a strong monad Σ on Fam(GW ) such that JW · Σ = Σ · JW since JW is identity-
on-objects and the strong monad structure may be internalized using the Cartesian closed structure. 
Hence we have the following hierarchy of λC-models and faithful, identity-on-objects functors between 
them.

(Fam(GCPC),Σ)

(Fam(GPC),Σ) (Fam(GCP ),Σ)

(Fam(GP ),Σ) (Fam(GC),Σ)

(Fam(G),Σ)

Interpretation of general references lifts to each of the other models via the functor JW : (Fam(G), Σ) →
(Fam(GW ), Σ) — i.e. we define [[new_locA] ]W = JW ([[new_locA] ]) — giving an interpretation of L in each 
case.

5.2. Semantics of control effects

We will show that this hierarchy of games models corresponds to the hierarchy of effect combinations, in 
that each λC-model (Fam(GW ), Σ) furnishes a fully abstract semantics of LW . Formally, this will be defined 
by relating it to the λC-model of LW in (Fam(G), ΣW ). Here we give informal descriptions of the denotation 
of each side-effecting constant as a control strategy satisfying the relevant constraints.

In the absence of prompts, call-with-current-continuation may be interpreted as an unbracketed strategy 
on ((ΣA ⇒ ΣB) ⇒ ΣA) ⇒ ΣA (i.e. a morphism in GC) defined in [10]. Concretely, this plays copycat 
between the positive occurrence of ΣA, and whichever negative occurrence of ΣA Opponent chooses to play 
in. A typical play is as follows:

((ΣA ⇒ ΣB) ⇒ ΣA) ⇒ ΣA

label
ok

throw
ok′

jump
ok′′

...
...

— note that the final ok′′ move violates the bracketing condition, as it is not justified by the pending 
question.

This strategy may be decorated with control pointers (representing its interaction with prompts) in 
two different ways, yielding distinct denotations for calldcc and callucc (delimitable and undelimited 
continuations):
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Fig. 6. Control strategy denotation of calldcc.

Fig. 7. Control strategy denotation of callucc.

• Interpretation of delimitable call-with-current continuation (calldcc) lifts to the categories of arenas 
and unbracketed control strategies, GPC and (by inclusion) GCPC , by the identity-on-objects functor 
from GC into GPC which adds control pointers from each Player move to the preceding move. Thus 
calldcc denotes an (unbracketed) local control strategy, corresponding to the fact that it leaves the 
stack of prompts intact (see Fig. 6).

• In the categories GCP and GCPC of arenas and (bracketed and unbracketed) control strategies without 
the weak locality condition, undelimited call-with-current continuation (callucc) is the same underlying 
strategy, but with different control pointer annotations: we decorate it by adding control pointers from 
each Player question to its pending question, and from Player answers to the justifying question (see 
Fig. 7) — so that throwing a continuation corresponds to playing a move with a pointer to a move which 
may not be currently open, violating the weak locality condition and resetting the stack of prompts.

Prompt declaration: new_prompt : ((A → B) → (⊥ → A) → C) → C) is interpreted as a weakly local 
control strategy which relies on control pointers to determine which prompt to escape to, similar to the 
new-exception strategy defined in [12]. Its behaviour can be described as follows:

• Play copycat between the two instances of ΣC.
• If Opponent plays the initial move in Σ0 ⇒ ΣA (set) then respond with the unique question in Σ0 (ok).
• If Opponent plays the initial move in A ⇒ ΣB (abort), then answer the most recent open initial 

question in Σ0 ⇒ ΣA (catch) and play copycat between the two instances of A. If there are no such 
moves, do nothing, representing failure due to lack of an enclosing prompt.

A typical play is depicted in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. A typical play of [[new_promptA]].

5.3. Macro-expressiveness examples

We now revisit our examples establishing the non-collapse of our hierarchy of control operators, 
showing how they reflect control strategy behaviour. Recall M1 � (callucc1 f); skip and M2 �
callucc1 λk.(f λy.y; (k skip)); skip. These denote the same underlying sets of justified sequences (replacing 
callucc with calldcc yields denotationally equivalent terms), but distinct sets of control sequences — for 
example, M1 contains the former of the following (weakly local) control sequences and M2 contains the 
latter.

((Σ1 ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1 ((Σ1 ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1
q q

q q

q q

q q

Remark 5.12. We note that the use of callucc in the above example is necessary: prompts/exceptions 
cannot break any equivalences between L-terms M1 and M2 which hold in LC : such terms denote the same 
(well-bracketed) strategy in Fam(G) and hence, by the meaning-preserving functor JW , the same (local) 
control strategy in the semantics of LW in each model (Fam(GW ), Σ).

Our second example established that the equivalence between the identity λz.z and λz.new_prompt(p) in
set(p) let y = z in (abort(p) y), which holds in the presence of callucc, is broken by delimited contin-
uations. This corresponds to the distinction between the identity control strategies in the bracketed and 
unbracketed models: the former of the following control sequences occurs in λz.new_prompt(p) in set(p) let
y = z in (abort(p) y) whereas the latter occurs in the unbracketed identity.

Σ1 ⇒ Σ1 Σ1 ⇒ Σ1

q q

q q

a a

a a
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6. Relating direct and monadic semantics of control operators

In this section, we will relate the direct (control pointer) and monadic games models. This enables us to 
give formal definitions of side-effects in the former, and prove that they are sound. (Purely combinatorial 
characterizations of these effects as control strategies are difficult to relate to the operational semantics due 
to the completely implicit nature of the representations of higher-level abstractions such as prompts and 
continuations.)

As observed in [10], relaxing the bracketing condition on the lifted sum monad is equivalent to applying 
the continuations monad transformer to it, in the following sense:

Proposition 6.1. {C(Σi∈IAi)} ∼= (({C(Ai) | i ∈ I}) ⇒ {Σ0}) ⇒ {Σ0}.

Proof. Σ0 is the arena with a single, initial question move. Thus ({C(Ai) | i ∈ I} ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ0 is the tree 
with a single root node q above the forest {C(Ai) | i ∈ I} ⇒ Σ0 = Πi∈I(C(Ai) ⇒ Σ0), which has root 
nodes qi above the forest C(Ai), for each i ∈ I. �

The relationship between control strategies and the maybe monad transformer is less evident, since the 
latter does not represent named local prompts directly, but uses the implicit local state in the model. To 
elucidate it, we use an intermediate model in which raising and propagating the global prompt is represented 
by playing explicit “prompt moves”. This will be related to the control games interpretation by replacing 
runs of prompt moves with control pointers.

Definition 6.2. For any arena A, define the corresponding “prompt arena” P (A):

• MP (A) = MA + λ−1
A ({Q})

• �P (A)= {inl(m) � inl(n) | m �A n} ∪ {(inl(m), inr(m) | m ∈ λ−1
A ({Q})}

• λP (A) = [λA, {(m, A) | m ∈ λ−1
A ({Q})].

In other words, P (A) extends A with a single new answer move for each question in A — we call these 
moves prompt moves. In the following, we omit the left and right tags on moves, treating A as a subgame 
of P (A), and write eA(q) for the prompt move enabled by the question q.

Playing a prompt move in response to a move of A corresponds to raising the global prompt, playing the 
prompt move which answers the pending question in response to a prompt move corresponds to propagating
it, and playing a move of A in response to a prompt move corresponds to catching it.

Applying P to a lifted sum Σi∈IAi is equivalent to adding a prompt move answering the initial question, 
and applying P to each of the Ai — i.e. we have the following relationship between P and the maybe monad 
transformer on Σ:

Proposition 6.3. For a family of arenas A, P (ΣA) ∼= Σ({P (Ai) | i ∈ I} + 1).

Note that P (A ⇒ B) is isomorphic (as a labelled forest) to P (A) ⇒ P (B) and P (A ×B) is isomorphic to 
P (A) ×P (B). Hence we may define Cartesian closed categories PGC and (its subcategory) PG, which have 
arenas as objects and (respectively) unbracketed and well-bracketed strategies on P (A ⇒ B) as morphisms 
from A to B.

Definition 6.4. The operations C and P on arenas yield the following fully faithful, identity-on-morphisms 
functors, which preserve Cartesian closed structure:

• UC : Fam(GC) → Fam(G) — UC({Ai | i ∈ I}) = {C(Ai) | i ∈ I}.
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Fig. 9. Plays of the new-prompt generating strategy.

• UP : Fam(PG) → Fam(G) — UP ({Ai | i ∈ I}) = {P (Ai) | i ∈ I}.
• UCP : Fam(PGC) → Fam(G) — UCP ({Ai | i ∈ I}) = {C(P (Ai)) | i ∈ I}.

By Propositions 6.1 and 6.3, UC(ΣB) ∼= ΣCUC(A), UP (ΣB) ∼= ΣPUP (B), and UCP (ΣB)) ∼=
ΣCPUCP (B). Hence by full faithfulness of UC , UP and UCP , we obtain strong monads on Fam(GC), Fam(PG)
and Fam(PGC) which act on objects on as the lifted sum, and such that UC, UP and UCP are morphisms 
of λC-models into (Fam(G), ΣC), (Fam(G), ΣP ) and (Fam(G), ΣCP ), respectively.

Applying the continuations monad transformer yields a further strong monad ΣC on each of Fam(GC), 
Fam(PG) and Fam(PGC). However, ΣC is isomorphic to Σ in Fam(GC) (as (ΣC)C is isomorphic to ΣC

in Fam(G)). Since UP and UCP preserve Cartesian closed structure, we have UP (ΣCB) = ΣPCUP (B) and 
UCP (ΣCB) = ΣCPCUCP (B). Thus we have the following hierarchy of λC-models, with fully faithful functors 
back into the original hierarchy of λC-models constructed from (Fam(G), Σ).

(Fam(PGC),ΣC) UCP (Fam(G),ΣCPC)

C

(Fam(PG),ΣC)

UP

(Fam(PGC),Σ)

UCP

(Fam(G),ΣPC)

C

(Fam(G),ΣCP )

P

(Fam(PG),Σ)
UP

(Fam(GC),Σ)

UC

(Fam(G),ΣP )

P

(Fam(G),ΣC)

C

(Fam(G),Σ)
=

(Fam(G),Σ)

These induce interpretations of each side-effecting constant by taking its preimage under the relevant functor. 
For example, consider the induced interpretation of new_prompt in (PG, Σ) as a strategy on P (((A ⇒
ΣB) ⇒ (Σ0 ⇒ ΣA) ⇒ ΣC) ⇒ ΣC) — the set method handles the global prompt if the abort method has 
been used to raise a global prompt which has not yet been handled, and propagates it otherwise. Example 
plays are given in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10. Erasing prompt-moves and adding control pointers.

6.1. Relating prompt arenas and control strategies

We now relate the monadic models of prompts to control games models by replacing explicit prompt moves 
with control pointers. To define this, it is necessary to restrict attention to prompt-propagating sequences.

Definition 6.5. For an arena A, the set EPA of prompt propagating sequences on P (A) consists of justified 
sequences s ∈ LP (A) such that for any prefix rm · tn � s such that m is not a prompt move and t is an 
odd-length sequence of prompt moves, n = p(q), where q is the pending question of rm · t.

In other words, a sequence s over P (A) is prompt-propagating if whenever Opponent raises a prompt, 
Player always propagates it by playing the prompt-answer to the pending question, and vice-versa. Prompt-
propagating sequences over P (A) are translated to control sequences over A by adding a control pointer 
from each move to its pending question, if any (note that this is not a prompt move) and then deleting all 
prompt moves.

Definition 6.6. Given s ∈ EPA, define the control sequence K(s) on A:

• |K(s)| is the justified sequence on A in which all prompt moves are deleted.
• φK(s)(t) = |K(pending(t′))|, where t′ is the least prefix of s such that |t| = |K(t′)|.

This is a well-defined control sequence:

• It is alternating since if s is prompt-propagating then all prompt-moves in s come in runs of even-length 
or at the end of s.

• Control pointers alternate in polarity since the pending question is always of opposite polarity to the 
move about to be played.

• There is always a pending question at any Player move.

For example, the first typical play given for the strategy denoting [[new_prompt] ] (Fig. 9) is transformed to 
the typical play given for the corresponding control strategy in Fig. 8 — see Fig. 10. We may think of K(s)
as a kind of “Player view” (c.f. [9]) which gives the control context at each move, but hides the raising and 
handling of prompts (or catch and throw of continuations) which produced it.

Definition 6.7. Given an (bracketed or unbracketed) strategy σ on P (A), define K(σ) = {K(s) | s ∈ σ∩EPA}
on A. This evidently satisfies the even-prefix-closure and thread-independence conditions, but it may not 
be a deterministic strategy.

Extending the definition of composition to allow non-deterministic strategies, we have:
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Lemma 6.8. K(σ); K(τ) ⊆ K(σ; τ).

Proof. We show, by induction on sequence length, that for interaction sequence s ∈ K(σ)|K(τ), there exists 
an interaction sequence t ∈ σ|τ such that t �A ⇒ B, t �B ⇒ C and t �A ⇒ C are prompt-propagating, and 
K(t �A ⇒ B) = s �A ⇒ B, K(t �B ⇒ C) = s �B ⇒ C, and K(t �A ⇒ C) = s �A ⇒ C. �
Lemma 6.9. For any arena A, K(idP (A)) = idA.

Proof. The identity on P (A) consists of copycat sequences on P (A) ⇒ P (A) — hence Player always 
responds to an Opponent prompt move by copying it, with an answer to the pending question. So, in 
particular, Player never initiates a run of prompt moves, and control pointers from Player moves in K(s)
always point to the pending question. �
Lemma 6.10. If σ : A is well-bracketed then K(σ) is weakly local.

Proof. We show by induction that if s is Player well-bracketed then K(s) is weakly local, by showing that 
if t � s then the pending question in t is in the set of open questions of K(t). �

By Lemmas 6.9 and 6.8, K is an identity-on-objects lax functor from PGC into the category of category 
of games and non-deterministic control strategies, and by Lemma 6.10 it restricts to a lax functor from PG
to the category of non-deterministic, weakly local control strategies.

We now identify properties of morphisms in PGC which are sufficient to guarantee that K acts as a 
functor, which we may use to transfer properties between the two models. First, generalizing the properties 
of the identity (Lemma 6.9), we may define the following property:

Definition 6.11. A strategy σ on P (A) is a prompt-copycat if sab ∈ σ implies that b is the prompt move 
justified by the pending question if and only if a is a prompt move.

It is straightforward to show that prompt-copycats compose, and therefore form a CCC with a strong 
monad, in which all of the constants (including callucc and calldcc) except new_prompt denote prompt-
copycat strategies. K acts on this prompt-copycat as a functor1 (see below). However, the prompt declaration 
strategy denoted by new_prompt is (as one would expect) not a prompt-copycat (see Figs. 9 and 10). In 
order to use K to formally define the interpretation of prompt-handling, and show that it is sound, we need 
to show that it acts on a functor on a subcategory of PGC (and PG) which contains the denotations of all 
terms.

Definition 6.12. A strategy σ on P (A) is prompt-propagating if:

1. If sab ∈ σ and sa ∈ EPA then sab ∈ EPA.
2. If sab, sac ∈ σ ∩ EPA then K(sab) = K(sac) — i.e. K(σ) is a deterministic strategy.

Lemma 6.13. If σ : P (A) → P (B) and τ : P (B) → P (C) are prompt-propagating then σ; τ is prompt-
propagating and K(σ; τ) = K(σ); K(τ).

Proof. To establish that σ; τ satisfies property 1, and compositionality of K, we show, by induction on 
sequence length, that:

1 Note also that if σ is well-bracketed and prompt-copycat then K(σ) is a local control strategy.
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• If sab ∈ σ; τ and sa is prompt-propagating then the corresponding interaction sequence in σ|τ and its 
restrictions to A ⇒ B and B ⇒ C are prompt-propagating and so sab is prompt-propagating.

• For each s ∈ K(σ); K(τ) there exists a corresponding interaction sequence t ∈ σ|τ such that K(t �A ⇒
C) = K(t) �A ⇒ C = s.

To establish that σ; τ satisfies property 2, observe that if K(σ) and K(τ) are deterministic, then K(σ; τ) =
K(σ); K(τ) is deterministic. �

Since prompt-copycat strategies (including the identity, etc.) are prompt-propagating, we have shown 
that.

Proposition 6.14. Prompt-propagating strategies form (Cartesian closed) subcategories PG of PG and PGC

of PGC .

K preserves Cartesian closed structure, extends to the categories of families of games and preserves 
the lifted sum monad, giving a functor of λC-models. Since ΣC is isomorphic to Σ in each category of 
unbracketed games, we have the following functors of λC-models between our hierarchy of prompt-arena 
and control games models.

(Fam(PGC),ΣC) K (Fam(GCPC),Σ)

(Fam(PG),ΣC)
K

(Fam(PGC),Σ)

K

(Fam(GPC),Σ) (Fam(GCP ),Σ)

(Fam(PG),Σ)
K

(Fam(GC),Σ)

∼=
(Fam(GP ),Σ) (Fam(GC),Σ)

(Fam(G),Σ) = (Fam(G),Σ)

Proposition 6.15. new_prompt denotes a prompt-propagating strategy in PG.

Proof. Recall that new_promptA is defined by declaring a reference cell of type A + 1, which is assigned 
with a value when a prompt is raised (with that value) and assigned with ∗, otherwise. Thus we prove 
that [[new_prompt] ] is prompt-propagating by induction on the length of interaction sequences between this 
strategy and the cell strategy — showing that new_prompt can only handle the global prompt when the 
cell is not assigned with ∗, and can only enter this state when raising the global prompt. �

Thus we may interpret new_prompt by projection with K — e.g. [[new_prompt] ]GCP
=

K([[new_prompt] ]PG) — so that all terms denote prompt-propagating strategies, and K preserves the 
meaning of all terms M — i.e. K([[M ] ]W ) = [[M ] ]W Thus by Proposition 4.3, interpretation of programs as 
control strategies is sound and computationally adequate.

Proposition 6.16. For any program M : com of LW , M ⇓ if and only if [[M ] ]W = [[skip] ].

7. Full abstraction

Definition 7.1. Let (C, T) be a λC-model. The intrinsic preorder on morphisms f, g : A → B in C is defined: 
f � g if for all h : (A ⇒ B) → T1, Λ(f); h : 1 → T1 = η1 implies Λ(g); h = η1.
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We will show that each of the models in our hierarchy of control games is intensionally fully abstract in 
the sense that the observational preorder on terms corresponds to the intrinsic preorder on their denotations 
— i.e. for terms M, N of LW , M �W N if and only if [[M ] ] � [[N ] ] in (Fam(GW ), Σ). Moreover, for each 
effect combination the intrinsic preorder has a simple, concrete characterization.

To establish intensional full abstraction for LW it suffices to show that sufficient testing strategies are 
definable — i.e. denoted by terms of LW — to discriminate between any pair of strategies which are not in 
the intrinsic preorder.

Recall that an element p of a partial order is a prime if p ≤ a ∨ b implies p ≤ a or p ≤ b. We note that a 
(thread-independent) strategy σ is prime (in the inclusion order) if and only if there exists s ∈ σ such that 
every t ∈ σ is an interleaving of (even) prefixes of s.

Proposition 7.2. In each λC model (Fam(GW ), Σ), ρ � τ if and only if for all prime strategies σ : (A ⇒
B) → Σ1, Λ(ρ); σ : 1 → T1 = η1 implies Λ(τ); σ = η1.

Proof. Suppose ρ � τ — then there exists σ such that Λ(ρ); σ = η1 and Λ(τ); σ �= η1. Then there exists 
(a minimal length) s ∈ σ such that qsa ∈ ρ|σ and qsa /∈ τ |σ. Let the strategy σs be the set of interleavings 
of even-length prefixes of s. Then σs is prime, and Λ(ρ); σ = η1 and Λ(τ); σ �= η1. �
Definition 7.3. A model (Fam(GW ), Σ) of LW satisfies prime definability if every prime strategy σ : 1 → [[T ] ]
is the denotation of a term Mσ : T of LW .

Proposition 7.4. If the semantics of LW in (Fam(GW ), Σ) satisfies prime definability then it is intensionally 
fully abstract.

Proof. Soundness follows from computational adequacy. If [[N : A] ]W � [[N ′ : A] ]W then there exists a 
prime strategy σ[[A] ] → Σ1 such that [[N ] ]W ; σ = η1 and [[N ′] ]W ; σ = ⊥. Hence [[MΛ(σ) N ] ]W = η1 and 
[[MΛ(σ) N ] ]W = ⊥ by prime definability and so MΛ(σ) N ⇓ and MΛ(σ) N

′ �⇓, by computational adequacy — 
i.e. N/�WN ′. �

Prime definability results for each games model are established via reduction to the definability result 
for the original model of L established in [1] (differences in the typing system used in [1] have little impact 
on the proof).

Proposition 7.5 ([1]). For any type T , every prime strategy σ : 1 → [[T ] ] is the denotation of a L-term 
Mσ : T .

Prime definability in each of the other models can be established by reduction to this result using 
factorizations of each constraint (loosely based on those given in [10,12]):

Definition 7.6. An identity-on-objects functor J : GW → GW ′ factorizes through a morphism α : 1 → A in 
GW ′ if for any prime strategy τ : 1 → B in GW ′ there exists a prime strategy τ̃ : A → B in GW such that 
τ = α; J(τ̃).

Proposition 7.7. If J : GW → GW ′ factorizes through the denotation of an LW ′-term N : T then prime 
definability in LW implies prime definability in LW ′ .

Proof. σ : 1 → [[S] ] in GW ′ is definable as Mσ̃ N : S. �
We first factorize an unbracketed (prime) control strategy into an unbracketed local (prime) strategy via 

callucc.
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Lemma 7.8. The inclusion J : GPC → GCPC factorizes via [[callucc1] ].

Proof. It suffices to define a map _̃ from even-length control sequences on A to even-length control sequences 
on (((Σ1 ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ A satisfying the weak locality condition (in fact, s̃ will satisfy the locality 
condition), such that s̃�(((Σ1 ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1) ∈ [[callucc1] ] s̃�A = s.

We define s̃ by interjecting into s fragments of the play in [[callucc] ] depicted in Fig. 6, which we 
will represent using the same labelling of moves as label, ok, throw, jump. Specifically, (̃_) places a control 
marker after each Opponent move in A, by calling its argument (interjecting the moves label, ok). Instead 
of playing a control pointer directly to an Opponent move, it throws to the relevant marker (by interjecting 
throw · ok · jump · ok). We define ˜o1p1 . . . onpn (where pi has a control pointer to oψ(i)) as follows

• s̃oipi = s̃bilabeliokithrowiokijumpiok′iqi (where throwi is justified by okψ(i), ok′i has a control pointer to 
labelψ(i) and every other control pointer is to the preceding move).

Then evidently s̃ satisfies the locality condition (and hence weak locality), since every Player move points 
to its preceding move, s̃�A = s, and s̃�((Σ1 ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ1 ∈ [[callucc1] ]. �

Recall the identity-on-objects functor JC : GC → GCP , which adds control pointers from each Player 
move to the preceding move.

Lemma 7.9. JC : GC → GCP factorizes via [[new_prompt1] ].

Proof. We define a map _̃ from (even-length, unbracketed) control sequences on A to (even-length, un-
bracketed) sequences (without control pointers) on ((Σ0 ⇒ (Σ0 ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ0) → A, which interjects 
into a sequence s fragments of the play depicted in Fig. 8. First, s̃ declares a prompt and sets it before each 
Opponent move; instead of playing a control pointer to an O-move, Player escapes to the corresponding 
prompt by repeatedly playing abort moves. This also makes all control pointers on O-moves manifest, as 
they determine where each escape is caught.

Define ˜o1p1 . . . onpn (where oi has a control pointer to pφ(i), and pi has a control pointer to oψ(i)) as 
follows:

• õ1p1 = o1qq
′set1ok1p1.

• s̃oipi = s̃oiabortcatchφ(i)abortcatchφ(ψ(φ(i))) . . . abortcatchψ(n)setiokiqi

where catchj is justified by setj .
Suppose t ∈ (̂σs̃). Then t �((Σ0 ⇒ (Σ0 ⇒ Σ1) ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ Σ0) ⇒ A ∈ new_prompt if and only if t �A = s

— since the prompt which catches each prompt is determined by the control pointers from O-moves in s. 
Hence [[new_prompt1] ]; ̂σ = σ as required. �

The remaining factorizations are similar:

• The inclusion of GP in GCP factors via [[callucc] ], as described in Lemma 7.8.
• The functor JP : G → GP factors via [[new_prompt] ], as described in Lemma 7.9.
• The inclusion of G in GC factors via [[calldcc] ], as described in [10].

Thus we have established prime definability — and intensional full abstraction — results for each language 
in our hierarchy and its game semantics.
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Theorem 7.10 (Full abstraction). For each language LW , the interpretation of LW in (Fam(GW ), Σ) is 
intensionally fully abstract.

Moreover in each case the intrinsic preorder may be characterized by considering only sequences in which 
both Player and Opponent satisfy any relevant behavioural constraints.

Proposition 7.11. The intrinsic preorder in each category of control strategies may be characterized as follows:

1. In the categories of unbracketed strategies GCPC, GPC and GC , the intrinsic preorder is set-theoretic 
inclusion.

2. In GP and GCP it is inclusion of weakly local control sequences — i.e. σ � τ if and only if every sequence 
in σ in which every move in s except the first points to an open move, occurs in τ .

3. In G it is inclusion of complete, well-bracketed sequences — i.e. σ � τ if and only if every sequence in 
σ in which every question in s justifies an answer, and every answer is justified by its pending question, 
occurs in τ .

Proof. For (1), if ρ, τ are unbracketed sequences such that ρ � τ , then there exists a sequence s ∈ ρ which 
is not in τ . If q is the initial question in A ⇒ Σ1 and a its answer, then this yields a prime strategy 
σqsa : A → Σ1 consisting of interleavings of even prefixes of qsa, such that ρ; σqsa = η1 and τ ; σqsa = {ε}. 
For (2), if there is a weakly local sequence s ∈ ρ which does not occur in τ , then σqsa : A → Σ1 is a weakly 
local strategy such that ρ; σqsa = η1 and τ ; σqsa = {ε}. (3) is established in [1]. �
8. Conclusions and further directions

This research has achieved two objectives — constructing fully abstract models for a range of different 
kinds of control operator, singly and in combination, and relating those models to the monadic interpretation 
of control effects. The presence of general references in these models has (to some extent) served to simplify 
their presentation; the model in [12], which includes only integer references, requires a further notion of 
control view to account for the fact that exception-handling can break the visibility condition in a restricted 
way [9]. We leave as further work the characterization of the elements of the full hierarchy of models 
described here which are definable in the absence of references. Additional further directions include:

Model checking exceptions Giving different representations of control flow in games models may be useful 
in the developing field of program verification based on semantic games. For example, we may observe that 
the set of exception-propagating sequences over a finite alphabet (with a specified subset of distinguished 
exception tokens) is regular, giving a way of extending results characterizing finite-state representable frag-
ments of imperative languages to include local exceptions. On the other hand control pointers describe 
control flow (and, in particular, exception handling points) directly, and so adding them to game semantic 
approaches to control flow analysis [16] offers the possibility of reasoning about e.g. exception safety.

Delimited control We have taken steps towards a semantics of delimited control, which may be introduced by 
a wide variety of operators [21], corresponding to different CPS interpretations. Can the analysis developed 
in this paper, relating behavioural constraints on games to CPS be extended to give a comprehensive game 
semantics of delimited continuations? A particular lacuna involves locally declared delimited continuations 
as in [7]: preliminary research suggests that these may be interpreted using the monad transformer (_)PCP

— i.e. two layers of prompts which can both delimit, and be captured by, callcc.

Nominal control effects By representing locality for control effects implicitly via pointers, we have 
sidestepped some issues around the use of locally declared names for control effects, such as modelling 
explicit types for features such as prompts and exceptions, allowing their names to be passed around and 
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compared for equality, etc. It remains to be seen how this relates to recent research in “nominal game 
semantics” describing models in which names are used explicitly to access control effects such as exceptions 
[20], and whether the nominal approach may be extended to delimited continuations, for example.
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Appendix A. Soundness of continuation passing interpretations

In this appendix we show that the continuation-passing and prompt-passing translations (_)C and (_)P
are sound with respect to the operational semantics. The CPS interpretation to extends to programs as 
follows:

• throwd(D[•])C = λx.λy.(x D[•]C)
• throwu(K[D[•]])C = λx.λy.throwu(K[•]C) (x D[•]C).
• set(p)C = λx.λk.let y = (set(p) (x λz.return(z))) in (k y)
• abort(p)C = λx.λk.abort(p) x
• read(a)C = λk.letx = read(a) in k x
• write(a)C = λx.λk.(write(a) x); k ∗

where the translation of a delimited continuation D[•] as a program D[•]C (of informal type AC → ⊥, 
where D[_] accepts terms of type A) is given as follows:

• [_]C = λx.return(x)
• D[letx = [_] inP ]C = λx.(PC D[_]C)

and the translation of a delimiting continuation K[_] as a delimiting continuation K[_]C is defined as 
follows:

• [_]C = [_],
• KD[set(p) _]C = K[let y = set(p) _ inD[•]C y]C .

Recall that each evaluation context may be expressed uniquely as the composition of a delimited and a 
delimiting continuation. Thus the translation of such a context may be defined KD[_]C = K[_D[_]C ]C . 
Translation of an environment E is by replacing the value stored at each location with its translation.

CPS translation introduces many additional β-redexes: the following lemma shows that these may be 
eliminated (given evaluation contexts E1[_], E2[_], we write E1E2[_] for their composition).

Lemma A.1. E1[E2[P ]C ]C , EC −→∗ E1E2[PC ]C , EC .

Proof. By induction on E2[_] (all of the steps are β-reductions, so we omit environments). Suppose E1 =
K[D[_]] so that E1[_]C = K[_D[_]C ]C .

• If E2 ≡ letx = E′
2[_] inM , so E1[E2[P ]C ]C ≡ K[(λk.E′

2[P ]C λx.(MC k)) D[_]C ]C , which reduces to 
K[E′

2[P ]C λx.(MC D[_]C)]C = E′
1[E′

2[P ]C ]C , where E′
1[_] = E1[letx = [_] inM ], so E1E2 = E′

1E
′
2. 

By hypothesis, E′
1[E′

2[P ]C ]C −→∗ E′
1E2[PC ]C .
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• Suppose E2 is set(p) E′
2[_], so that E1[E2[P ]C ]C = K[((λx.λk.let y = set(p) (x λz.return(z)) in (k y))

E′
2[P ]C) D[_]C ]C , which reduces to K[let y = set(p) (E3[P ]C λz.return(z)) in (D[_]C y)]C which is 

equal to E′
1[E′

2[P ]C ]C , where E′
1[_] = K[D[set(p) [_]]], so E1E2 = E′

1E
′
2.

By hypothesis, E′
1[E′

2[P ]C ]C −→∗ E′
1E2[PC ]C . �

We now show that reduction of a program and environment tracks that of its translation.

Lemma A.2. P1, E1 −→ P2, E2 if and only if P1 = E1[Q1] and P2 = E2[Q2] such that EC
1 [QC

1 ], EC
1 −→∗

EC
2 [QC

2 ], EC .

Proof. By consideration of each reduction rule. The key cases (omitting the store, as it is not relevant) are:

• If E[_] = K[D[_]] and Q = calldccM , then
EC [QC ] = K[((λf.λκ.f λx.λy.(x κ) κ) MC) D[_]C ]C
−→∗ K[(MC λx.λy.(x D[•]C)) D[•]C ]C
= E[MC throwd(D[•])C ]C

• If E[_] = K[D[_]] and Q = calluccM , then
E[QC ]C = K[((λf.λκ.calluccλk.(f λx.λy.k (x κ)) κ) MC) D[•]C ]C
−→∗ E[(MC λx.λy.throwu(K[•]C) (x D[•]C)) D[•]C ]C
= E[(MC throwu(E[•])C ]C

• If E[_] = K[D[set(p) Ep[_]] and Q = abort(p) M , then E[QC ]C
= K[let y = (set(p) Ep[(λx.λy.abort(p) x) MC ]C in (λk.k y) D[•]C ]C
−→∗ K[let y = [MC ] in (λk.k y) D[•]C ]C
−→ K[return(M)C D[•]C ]C = E[return(M)C ]C . �

Thus we establish that CPS interpretation is sound with respect to the operational semantics:

Proposition 4.1. For any term M : ⊥, M, ∅ −→∗ κ Q1 . . . Qn, E for some E if and only if MC λx.return(x),
∅ −→∗ (κ QC

1 . . . QC
n ) λx.return(x), E for some E.

Proof. By induction on reduction length, applying Lemmas A.1 and A.2 at each step. �
A.1. Soundness of prompt-passing style

We establish that the interpretation (_)P is sound with respect to the operational semantics by first 
extending it to programs in context, translating each prompt name p as a distinguished location name ap, 
and the operational constants set(p) and abort(p) as functions which access this location:

• abort(p)P = λx.write(ap) inj(x)
• set(p)P = λx.x; let y = read(ap) in (write(ap) ∗); return(y)

Evaluation contexts are translated correspondingly:

• [_]P = [_]
• letx = E[_] inM = let y = E[_]P in case y asx.MP or skip
• (set(p) E[_])P = E[_]P ; let y = read(ap) in (write(ap) ∗); return(y)

and thus we may define throwu(E[•])P = throwu(E[•]P ).
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An environment E is translated as an environment EP in which each prompt name q is replaced with a 
location aq which holds the value ∗. Setting aq to inj(M) in such an environment allows the global exception 
to propagate past any prompt except set(p).

Lemma A.3. E[Eq[skip]P ], EP [aq �→ inj(M)] −→∗ E[skip], EP [aq �→ inj(M)].

Proof. By induction on the depth of Ep — if q �= r then
E[EP

q [set(r)P skip], EP [aq �→ inj(M)]
−→∗ E[Eq[skip]]P , EP [aq �→ inj(M)]. �

We may verify by β-reduction that:

Lemma A.4. E1[E[P ]P ]P , EP −→∗ E1E2[PP ]P , EP .

And by consideration of each reduction rule that:

Lemma A.5. P1, E1 −→ P2, E2 if and only if P1 = E1[Q1] and P2 = E2[Q2] such that EP
1 [QP

1 ], EP
1 −→∗

EP
2 [QP

2 ], EP .

Proof. For the key case, suppose P1 = E[set(p) Ep[abort(p) M ]], so that E1 = E[set(p) Ep[_]] and Q1 =
abort(p) M . Then EP

1 [QP
1 ], EP = EP [EP

p [(λx.write(ap) inj(x)) MP ];
let y = read(ap) in (write(ap) ∗); return(y)], EP

−→∗ EP [EP
p [skip]; let y = read(ap) in (write(ap) ∗); return(y)], EP [ap �→ inj(MP )]

−→∗ EP [skip; lety = read(ap) in(write(ap) ∗); return(y)], EP [ap �→ inj(MP )] by Lemma A.3
−→∗ EP [return(inj(MP ))], EP = EP [return(M)P ], EP . �
Proposition 4.2. For any program M : ⊥, M, ∅ −→∗ κ Q1 . . . Qn, E for some E if and only if MP , ∅ −→∗

κ QP
1 . . . QP

n , E for some E.

Proof. By induction on reduction length, applying Lemmas A.4 and A.5 at each step. �
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